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Chapter 1 

Cultivar Awards 
 

AWARDS AND HONORS COMMITTEE 
 

The American Daylily Society (ADS) Board of Directors is responsible for the establishment and bestowal of all 

official awards and honors. However, responsibility for administering details of the program is delegated by the 

ADS Board to the ADS Awards and Honors Committee as provided for in the Bylaws. Subject to the approval of 

the ADS Board, the ADS Awards and Honors Committee is directly responsible for establishing rules and 

regulations, and honoring members of the ADS. 

 

 

CULTIVAR AWARDS 
 

The recipients of the various awards are determined either by a vote of the ADS Board, by ballot of all ADS 

members, or by garden judges. These awards are presented or announced annually at the Annual Awards and 

Honors Banquet. 

 
The ADS Board determines the recipient of the following award: 

 

LENINGTON ALL-AMERICAN AWARD (1970) 
 

 

George E. Lenington award is chosen by the ADS Board and awarded annually. Candidates must have been 

registered for at least ten years and must demonstrate outstanding performance in most regions. Cultivars that are 

still eligible for the Stout Silver Medal or have previously won the Stout Silver Medal are not eligible for the 

Lenington All-American Award. The Awards and Honors Committee provides a list of at least twelve cultivars 

to be considered by the ADS Board. The winner is announced after the Fall ADS Board Meeting, and a bronze 

medal is presented to the hybridizer at the annual Awards and Honors Banquet. 

 
 

All ADS members determine the following awards through mail-in ballots: 
 

 

REGIONAL POPULARITY POLL (1963) 

 
 

The membership of each ADS region determines annually their top cultivars. The regions tally their own votes 

from mail-in or electronic ballots, printing results in their regional newsletters. The Popularity Poll regional results 

are published in The Daylily Journal.  

 

DAVID HALL REGIONAL AWARD (1961) 

 

This bronze medal or certificate, in memory of David Hall, is awarded annually on a regional basis to the 

hybridizer of the most popular cultivar as determined by vote of the members in the Regional Popularity Poll. 

The registered cultivar receiving the largest number of such votes in each of the ADS regions is the designated 

winner. In order to win, a minimum of five votes is required in a region. In case of a tie within a region, duplicate 

awards will be given.  
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Attendees at the ADS National Convention vote for the following awards: 

(All candidates for these awards must be blooming during the garden tours to be eligible) 
 

PRESIDENT’S CUP (1956) 
  

The President’s Cup is awarded to the hybridizer of the cultivar considered to be the most outstanding of all 

clumps observed by attendees of the National Convention tour gardens. Registered cultivars of any size and form 

in established clumps of three or more fans are eligible. The cultivar receiving the largest number of votes cast 

by convention attendees of the garden tours during the ADS National Convention is declared the winner.  The 

ADS Awards and Honors Chair oversees the vote tally.  This clump remains eligible for all other convention tour 

garden awards for which it qualifies.  Results are announced at the convention Awards & Honors banquet. 

Originally a cup, donated by Elmer A. Claar in 1956, this award is now a bronze medal. 

 

FLORIDA SUNSHINE CUP (1974) 
 

The Florida Sunshine Cup, sponsored by Region 12, is awarded to the hybridizer of the cultivar considered to be 

the most outstanding small or miniature-flowered cultivar observed in a National Convention tour garden. 

Cultivars of all forms registered at less than 4.5 inches, in established clumps of three or more fans, are eligible. 

The ADS Awards and Honors Chair oversees the vote tally.  This clump remains eligible for other convention 

awards for which it qualifies.  Results are announced at the convention Awards & Honors banquet by a 

representative of Region 12. Originally a cup, presently, the hybridizer of the winning cultivar now receives a 

plaque. 

 

THE GEORGIA DOUBLES APPRECIATION AWARD (2000) 
 

The Georgia Doubles Appreciation award, sponsored by Region 5, is awarded to the hybridizer of the cultivar 

considered to be the most outstanding double-flowered cultivar of any size observed in a National Convention 

tour garden. All cultivars registered as doubles, in established clumps of three or more fans, are eligible. This 

clump remains eligible for other convention awards for which it qualifies.  The ADS Awards and Honors Chair 

oversees the vote tally. A representative of Region 5 (Georgia) announces the results at the annual Awards and 

Honors Banquet. The hybridizer of the winning cultivar receives a plaque. 
 

NED ROBERTS SPIDER/UNUSUAL FORM AWARD (2007) 
 

The Ned Roberts Spider/Unusual Form award, sponsored by Region 9 to honor the memory of hybridizer Ned 

Roberts, is awarded to the hybridizer of the cultivar considered to be the most outstanding spider or unusual form 

cultivar observed in a National Convention tour garden. Cultivars registered as either spiders or unusual forms, 

in established clumps of three or more fans, are eligible. This clump remains eligible for all other convention 

awards for which it qualifies.  Results are announced at the convention Awards & Honors banquet. The hybridizer 

of the winning cultivar will receive a certificate and a perpetual trophy, which is an engraved Nambe tray donated 

by the family of the late Ned Roberts. The ADS Awards and Honors Chair oversees the vote tally.  
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Garden Judges determine the following awards: 

 

Recipients for these awards, presented at the annual Awards and Honors Banquet at the ADS National 

Convention, are determined by the votes of accredited garden judges. Ballots are furnished by the ADS Awards 

and Honors Committee at the beginning of each bloom season. The awards are announced at the Fall Board 

Meeting, shown on the ADS Website the day following the meeting and published in the winter Daylily Journal. 

The awards voted upon by the garden judges are described as follows: 
 

JUNIOR CITATION (1950) 
 

This award is presented for the primary purpose of focusing attention on new cultivars that appear to have 

outstanding qualities and distinction. The hybridizer is responsible for informing judges of potential candidates 

for this award.  It should be understood that this citation does not necessarily imply that good performance in 

various climates and soils can be expected. In voting for this award, the garden judges must cast their votes only 

for cultivars personally observed. In order to win, a cultivar may not have been registered prior to September 1 

of the voting year. It must receive a minimum of ten votes. Once a Junior Citation has been voted, the hybridizer 

has one year from notification to complete the registration in order for the Junior Citation to be awarded. The 

winner receives a certificate. 

 

 

HONORABLE MENTION (1950) 

 

This award is the first official “stamp of approval” by the ADS where good performance goes beyond the local 

or regional level. Therefore, to win, a cultivar must receive and be credited with a minimum of fifteen votes. 

These votes must come from no fewer than four different ADS regions. In voting for this award, the garden judges 

must cast their votes only for cultivars observed in their own regions and which have been registered for at least 

three calendar years (based on their appearance in the annual checklist supplement). On occasion, the Awards 

and Honors Committee may also nominate up to ten cultivars per year, which have been previously overlooked, 

to appear on the Honorable Mention portion of the ballot. Cultivars appearing on this ballot are nominated by 

their hybridizers and may appear on the ballot for a maximum of three years, though their appearance need not 

be consecutive. After a third nomination, they are no longer eligible to be nominated by their hybridizer. The 

winner receives a certificate. 
  

 

AWARD OF MERIT (1950) 
 

This award is given to signify that a cultivar is not only distinctive and beautiful, but has also proven to perform 

well over a wide geographical area. The award is made each year to the twelve cultivars receiving the most votes 

by the garden judges under the following formula: a cultivar must receive votes from at least one-half of the ADS 

regions, and not more than one-third of the total votes credited to the cultivar shall come from any one region. In 

the event this occurs, those tabulating the votes are instructed to disallow and deduct for the cultivar in question 

an equal and sufficient number of votes from both the excessive region total and from the national total for said 

cultivar until the remaining adjusted figures bear the allowable relationship to each other. To be eligible for the 

Award of Merit, a cultivar must have received the Honorable Mention Award a minimum of three years 

previously. It will remain eligible for three years. In voting for this award, garden judges must cast their votes 

only for cultivars observed in their own regions. The winner receives a certificate. 
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STOUT SILVER MEDAL (1950) 
 

This medal is the highest honor bestowed upon a daylily. The award commemorates more than fifty years of 

dedication by Arlow Burdette Stout, noted author, botanist, and daylily hybridizer. His efforts and book, Daylilies, 

were largely responsible for the increased interest in the modern daylily. The Stout Medal winner must receive 

the largest number of all votes cast. Should the vote result in a tie, all tying contenders shall be awarded the Stout 

Silver Medal. In voting for this award, garden judges must cast their votes only for cultivars observed in their 

own regions or in the ADS National Convention tour gardens. To be eligible for this award, a cultivar must have 

received the Award of Merit a minimum of two (2) years previously. It will remain eligible for three years. 

 

Garden judges determine the following specialty cultivar awards: 

 

DONN FISCHER MEMORIAL CUP (1961) 
 

This award, originally a cup donated by Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Fischer in honor of their son, presently consists of 

a bronze medal awarded each year to the hybridizer of the most outstanding miniature cultivar. To qualify as 

miniature, the flower must be less than 3" in diameter. To be eligible, a miniature must have been registered as 

such and must have been registered for a minimum of five years prior to balloting. In voting for this award, garden 

judges must vote only for cultivars observed in their own regions or in ADS National Convention tour gardens. 

The winner shall be the cultivar receiving the greatest number of votes cast by the garden judges. 

 

ANNIE T. GILES AWARD (1964) 
 

This award, a bronze medal, originally donated by Miss Annie T. Giles, is presented each year for a small-

flowered daylily officially defined as one whose greatest width is 3" or more, but less than 4½". To be eligible, a 

small flowered cultivar must have been registered as such and must have been registered for a minimum of five 

years prior to balloting. In voting for this award, garden judges must vote only for cultivars observed in their own 

regions or in ADS National Convention tour gardens. The winner shall be the cultivar receiving the greatest 

number of votes cast by the garden judges.  

 

 

IDA MUNSON AWARD (1975) 
 

This award, a bronze medal, was established by Robert W. Munson, Jr., to honor his mother. This annual award 

is for a double-flowered daylily that has bloomed consistently double. To be eligible, a double-flowered cultivar 

must have been registered as such and must have been registered for a minimum of five years prior to balloting. 

Flower size will not be a factor. In voting for this award, garden judges must vote only for cultivars observed in 

their own regions or in ADS National Convention tour gardens. The winner shall be the cultivar receiving the 

greatest number of votes cast by the garden judges. 
 

DON C. STEVENS AWARD (1985) 
 

This award, originally donated by Region 4 but now sponsored by the ADS, consists of a bronze medal and is 

given annually to the hybridizer of the best registered, boldly eyed or banded daylily as determined by vote of the 

garden judges. Final definition of “boldly eyed or banded” for the purpose of determining eligibility shall be left 
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to the discretion of the Awards and Honors Committee. The award may be won multiple times by the same 

hybridizer, but not for the same cultivar. Don C. Stevens cultivars are not eligible to receive this award. In voting 

for this award, garden judges must vote only for cultivars observed in their own regions or in ADS National 

Convention tour gardens. It must have been registered for a minimum of five years prior to balloting. 

 

EUGENE S. FOSTER AWARD (1991) 
 

This award, originally donated by Region 4 but now sponsored by the ADS, consists of a bronze medal and is 

given annually to the hybridizer of a cultivar registered as late or very late. The late bloom should be on initial 

scapes (not rebloom scapes) in an established clump of three or more fans. In voting for this award, garden judges 

must vote only for cultivars observed in their own regions. The winner must have been registered for a minimum 

of five years prior to the balloting.  

 

HARRIS OLSON SPIDER AWARD (1989) 

 
This award, a bronze medal, was established by Harris Olson to honor Spider cultivars. To be eligible, the 

registration measurements of record must meet the definition of Spider i.e., petal length to petal width ratio of 

4.0:1 or greater. The cultivar must have been registered for a minimum of five calendar years. In voting for this 

award, garden judges must vote only for cultivars observed in their own regions or in ADS National Convention 

tour gardens. The winner shall be the cultivar receiving the greatest number of votes. Its hybridizer shall receive 

the bronze medal.  

 

LAMBERT/WEBSTER AWARD (2000) 

 

This award, a bronze medal, was established by the ADS Board to stimulate interest in and to foster the 

development of a class of daylilies whose length-to-width ratio puts them outside the Spider classification and to 

honor the memories of two hybridizers who were pioneers in this area: John Lambert in diploids, and Richard 

Webster in tetraploids. Eligible cultivars must be registered in the Unusual Forms class and are defined by the 

following specific forms: crispate (pinched, twisted, or quilled floral segments); cascading (narrow curling or 

cascading segments); and spatulate (segments markedly wider at the end like a kitchen spatula). The cultivar must 

have been registered for a minimum of five calendar years. In voting for this award, garden judges must vote only 

for cultivars observed in their own regions or in ADS National Convention tour gardens. The winner of the 

Lambert/Webster Award shall be the eligible cultivar receiving the greatest number of votes cast by the garden 

judges. 

 

R. W. MUNSON, JR. AWARD (2001) 

 
This award was established by the ADS Board to stimulate interest in and to foster the development of an 

emerging group of daylilies with distinct patterns. It honors the memory of R. W. Munson, Jr., who was a pioneer 

hybridizer in the development of cultivars with classic “watermarks”. To be eligible, a cultivar must have been 

registered for a minimum of five calendar years. It must exhibit variations in hue, value, or saturation of the base, 

midrib, or throat color, in such a way that a design is created beyond that of a bold monochromatic eye, band, or 

halo, with or without simple picotee edging. This type of “patterning” includes daylilies with watermarks or 

concentric rings or feathering of color within the eyezone or elsewhere. It excludes selfs, simple bitones, and 

simple bicolors. In voting for this award, garden judges must vote only for cultivars observed in their own regions 

or in ADS National Convention tour gardens. The winner of the R. W. Munson, Jr. Award shall be the eligible 

cultivar receiving the greatest number of votes cast by the garden judges. Its hybridizer shall receive a bronze 

medal. 
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EARLY SEASON BLOOM AWARD (2005) 
 

This award, a bronze medal, was created to recognize outstanding early-season blooming daylilies. To be eligible, 

a cultivar must be registered as early (E) or extra early (EE), and have been registered for a minimum of five 

years prior to balloting. In voting for this award, garden judges must vote only for cultivars observed in their own 

regions or in ADS National Convention tour gardens. The winner shall be the cultivar receiving the greatest 

number of votes cast by the garden judges. Its hybridizer shall receive a bronze medal. 

 

EXTRA LARGE DIAMETER AWARD (2005) 
 

This award, a bronze medal,  was created to recognize outstanding extra large flower diameters. To be eligible, a 

cultivar must be registered as 7 inches or larger, and have been registered a minimum of five years prior to 

balloting. Cultivars that are registered as spiders or unusual forms will not be eligible. In voting for this award, 

garden judges must vote only for cultivars observed in their own regions or in ADS National Convention tour 

gardens. The winner shall be the cultivar receiving the greatest number of votes cast by the garden judges. Its 

hybridizer shall receive a bronze medal. 
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 Chapter 2 

Garden Judge Responsibilities 
 

INTRODUCTION 
The success of the Awards and Honors Program depends entirely on the garden judges. The program cannot 

function without capable, hardworking, and conscientious individuals. 

 

Being a garden judge is not only an honor, it is also a responsibility. The duties of garden judges consist of much 

more than merely filling out a ballot once a year. Judges must grow and evaluate modern, award-eligible daylilies, 

make performance studies, visit the gardens of other growers, and consult with growers and hybridizers. Judges 

must use the knowledge accumulated from these activities in completing the official ballot. 

 

DUTIES 
 

Garden judges must vote the Awards and Honors Ballot annually to maintain their judgeship. If judges are unable 

to vote in any year, they must advise the Garden Judges’ Records Chair by the voting deadline; otherwise, they 

may be dropped. All judges who fail to vote for two consecutive years, even though advising the Garden Judges’ 

Records Chair, will be dropped. Garden judges who are not members in good standing of the American Daylily 

Society (ADS) as of January 1 for any year will be dropped automatically. Judges who have been dropped may 

reapply in the future, but they must attend Workshops 1 and 2. 

 

The ADS Awards and Honors Chair will mail ballots to garden judges in the spring of each year to garden judges 

wishing to vote with a paper ballot. For those voting electronically, a link to the ballot will be available on the 

Members Only Portal. It is particularly important that all judges read the Awards and Honors Ballot thoroughly 

and follow all instructions in making their selections. Judges should type or print clearly. The ADS Awards and 

Honors Chair or Tabulator, as designated on the ballot, must receive the completed ballots online or postmarked 

no later than September 1st, or they will not be counted. 

 

GARDEN ETIQUETTE 
 

• Judges should call or write garden owners and plan a time to visit. 

 

• Judges should inform the hosts of their arrival. 

 

• Judges must take extreme care to prevent damage to daylilies during garden visits. That means leaving purses, 

bags, and unnecessary camera equipment behind. Bringing pets is prohibited. 

 

• Judges must always ask permission before stepping into a flower bed to take pictures. 
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• Judges should not disturb pollen or any spent or new blooms. 

 

• Judges should refrain from criticizing the local organization, its members, and other judges. 

 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

• Judges must remember that they are judging the complete plant, not just the flower. 

 

• Judges should know and grow representative cultivars of all Hemerocallis forms and types. 

 

• Judges should maintain personal collections of newly registered daylilies, as well as older cultivars, of 

hybridizers from various geographical areas, particularly including cultivars from their own region. 

 

• Judges should visit as many gardens as possible in their region and, whenever possible, outside their region. 

 

• Judges should attend their own regional meetings and others when possible. 

 

• Judges should attend as many national conventions as possible. 

 

• Judges should share their skills with new judges and with the public when the opportunity arises. 

 

• It is not the duty of judges to select seedlings to be registered or considered for awards. The responsibility for 

selection and registration is that of the hybridizer. Judges may comment on seedlings they think are 

outstanding but should not make selections, even on request. Remember, “the beauty of a flower is in the eyes 

of the beholder.” 

 

• Judges should have their gardens available during bloom season by both  by ADS members and non- members. 

 

• Judges should be an active member of at least one local club and take an active role in events that promote 

the daylily. 

  

• Judges must be ADS members in good standing as of January 1 each year or lose garden judge status. 

 

• Judges must return the Awards and Honors Ballot on time each year. 

 

• Judges should know the identity of their Regional Garden Judges’ Liaison and should contact that liaison with 

questions or suggestions for improving the system.   Other sources of information regarding garden judging 

are available from the ADS Awards and Honors Chair, ADS Garden Judges’ Records Chair, ADS Garden 

Judges’ Expediter and the ADS Judges’ Education Chair. 

 

• Judges who meet the requirements and wish to renew must send the renewal form to Garden Judges’ Records 

Chair by October 1 of the year their judgeship expires. Judges are appointed for a five-year term. 
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Garden Judge Accreditation 
 

 

ACCREDITATION AS A GARDEN JUDGE 
 

Any member of the American Daylily Society (ADS) who meets the criteria, is interested, and is willing to 

maintain the etiquette and responsibilities required of garden judges is welcome to apply. 

 

Each region is allowed to have twenty percent of its members serve as garden judges. When this allotment is 

reached, applicants will be considered for future available positions.  

 

The Application for Appointment form, the mechanics used for evaluation, and other details connected with the 

program are determined by the ADS Garden Judges’ Records Chair, ADS Garden Judges’ Expediter and the ADS 

Judges’ Education Chair, and they are approved by the ADS Board from time to time as necessary. 
 

 

INITIAL APPOINTMENT 
 

To qualify for initial appointment as a garden judge, the applicant must: 

• Have held ADS membership for at least two consecutive years (24 months) immediately prior to applying. 

Training to become an accredited ADS garden judge may begin with either Workshop 1 or 2 after one 

year (12 months) of membership. 

 

• Be an ADS member in good standing as of January 1 annually. 

 

• Document on their application that they are regularly seeing large numbers of award-eligible daylilies and 

they are growing a representative collection of award-eligible daylilies. 

 

• Have attended at least one of their own regional meetings within the last three (3) years or a National 

Convention within the last five (5) years that included garden tours. If the judge’s own region does not 

hold regional meetings during the bloom season, the judge may substitute attendance in adjacent region’s 

meetings.  This requirement is waived for international members where attendance at a regional or national 

meetings is not possible. 

 

• Own and become familiar with the contents of this handbook as it relates to garden judges. 

 

• Have attended and successfully completed the requirements for Workshop 1 and Workshop 2 (in any 

order). 

 

• Obtain an Application for Appointment form from the ADS Web site, the Garden Judges’ Records Chair, 

or the local Garden Judges’ Workshop Chairman. 

 

• Return the completed application to the Garden Judges’ Records Chair no later than October 1st of the 

year all training requirements have been met. If the applicant completes all requirements before the current 

year voting deadline (September 1st) and wishes to vote in the current year, the application must be 

submitted to the Garden Judges’ Records Chair immediately. The Garden Judges’ Records Chair will 

coordinate with the Awards and Honors Chair to issue a ballot to the applicant before the September 1st 

voting deadline. 
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If it is determined that the qualifications are satisfactory, the RP will review the application and forward it to the 

Garden Judges’ Records Chair by December 1 for final approval, and the appointment is made by the chair unless 

the applicant’s region has reached its allotment for garden judges. If this is the case, the applicant will be placed 

on a waiting list until an opening occurs. At that time, the applicant may be asked for an updated application. 
 

 

REAPPOINTMENT 
 

Judges are required to apply for reappointment by October 1 of the year in which their five-year term ends. All 

judges whose terms are ending will receive an Application for Reappointment form from the ADS Garden Judges’ 

Records Chair during the month of February of the year in which their five-year term ends. They must document 

on their application that they meet the criteria for reappointment.  

 

 

To qualify for reappointment, a garden judge must:  

• Document on their applications that they are regularly seeing large numbers of award-eligible daylilies 

and they are growing a representative sample of award-eligible daylilies.  

 

• Have attended at least one of their own regional meetings that included garden tours in the last three (3) 

years or a National Convention within the last five (5) years. If the judge’s own region does not hold 

regional meeting during the bloom season, the judge may substitute attendance in an adjacent region’s 

meeting. This requirement is waived for international members where attendance at a regional or national 

meetings is not possible. 

 

• Be an ADS member in good standing as of January 1 annually. 

 

• Have voted their ballot on time each year. 

 

• Be familiar with the contents of this handbook as it relates to garden judges. 

 

• Have attended and paid the appropriate fees for or instructed in at least one accredited garden judges 

Workshop 2 within the last three years of their term. 

 

• Present with their application a log of garden visits made during their five-year term. This log must include 

at least twenty-five garden visits, with at least fifteen visits in the judge’s own region, and the other ten 

from different gardens regardless of their locations. The log must include the name of the garden or garden 

owner, the city/state/country, and the year of visit. A judge’s own garden will not be counted. Specific 

numbers may be waived in regions where numbers of gardens or great distances make visitations 

infeasible. 

 

• Send completed renewal application and five-year log to the Garden Judges’ Records Chair before  

October 1. 

• The ADS Garden Judges’ Records Chair may grant an extension for one year for renewing judges who 

are not able to take the required Workshop 2 refresher course in that calendar year. In giving the extension, 

just one year will be added to the current term date for list maintenance. The term dates upon renewal the 

next year will follow the original renewal dates (e.g., renewal date of 2018 gets extended one year to 2019; 

next term will still expire 2023). 
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THE HONORARY GARDEN JUDGE 
 

Garden judges who have served for twelve consecutive years and are unable to continue in an active capacity may 

write to their RP requesting honorary garden judge status. Judges may request honorary status at any time. The 

RP will make recommendations on these requests and send them to the ADS Garden Judges’ Records Chair for 

appropriate action.  

 

Honorary garden judges will not receive a ballot and will not have voting privileges. They will not be counted 

in determining the quota of judges allowed in each region. 

 

If an honorary garden judge should wish to return to active status, the judge must go through all of the garden 

judges training requirements again. 
 

GARDEN JUDGES WORKSHOP INSTRUCTORS 
 

Garden Judges Workshop Instructors are approved by the ADS Garden Judges’ Records Chair. Prospective 

instructors may be recommended to the RP by other instructors, or interested Garden Judges may request to be 

considered. The prospective instructor must:  

 

• Have been a garden judge for five (5) years, [one (1) term]. 

 

• Have assisted in instructing at least one each of the ADS Garden Judges Workshops 1 and 2. 

 

• Obtain a Garden Judges Instructor application from the Garden Judges’ Records Chair or ADS website. 

 

• Complete and return this form to the Regional President. 

 

• Agree to follow the workshop curriculum when presenting ADS Garden Judges Workshops. 

 

It is the duty of the workshop instructor to address various schools of thought about daylilies and not dictate a 

single view. The instructor should use the appropriate point-scoring systems for judging daylilies in the garden. 

The instructor should emphasize the importance of the individual garden judge’s vote. The instructor must teach 

that personal prejudices or the popularity of a particular cultivar or hybridizer should not enter into the voting 

decisions. 
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Chapter 3 

Characteristics of Daylilies 
 

 

These characteristics represent the standards by which daylilies are judged. All daylily enthusiasts know that each 

set of eyes interpret the daylily experience differently than the next. These defined characteristics give the judges 

a standardized approach to judging and leave little to the subjective opinion.  

 

Daylilies are classified by size and form. 

SIZE 
There are four categories of bloom size in daylilies: 

• Miniature — less than 3" in diameter 

• Small — 3" or more but less than 4½" in diameter 

• Large — 4½" or more but less than 7" in diameter 

• Extra Large — 7"  or more in diameter 

Flower size is determined by registration data in the ADS Online Database as measured by the hybridizer. 

FORM 
Daylily blooms have a wide array of forms. Currently, only six forms have been officially defined by the ADS 

for the purpose of registration records: 

• Single  

• Double  

• Unusual Form  

• Spider  

• Polymerous  

• Sculpted 

Only the doubles category was officially registered as such prior to 1991. Thus, identification of the previously 

registered special forms, such as spiders, has been dependent upon the painstaking assembly of lists. The category 

of sculpted forms is the most recently designated for registration purposes. 

 

Officially registered categories are primarily of use for show classification, for awards eligibility, and for giving 

additional information to users of the ADS Hemerocallis Check List. 

 

Single Form. The basic daylily form is single—a bloom that has three petals, three sepals, one pistil, and six 

stamens. 

 

Double Form. This is a daylily that has extra petals or petaloids (petal-like tissue) lying on or above the three 

petals and three sepals of a single daylily. These extra petals typically form as a result of a mutation which 
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transforms stamens, and sometimes the pistil, into extra petals.  Therefore, it is not a fault if a double flower is 

missing stamens or its pistil.  It is also not a fault if the anthers are attached to a petal or petaloid. If there are 

stamens present, there will be no more than six (distinguishing them from polymerous flowers discussed below).  

In order to qualify as a double, the flower must possess at least 3 extra petals or petaloids. 

Hose-in-hose doubles have extra or supernumerary petals, often in multiples of three, in layers on top of the 

normal petals.  

Peony style doubles typically have petaloid tissues which protrude from the flower, rather than lying in layers.  

Combinations of peony style and hose-in-hose style flowers are usually classified as peony style. 

The number of supernumerary petals and the number of stamens with petaloid tissue can be highly variable; thus, 

some doubles appear quite full and fluffy while others appear to be only slightly double. It is normal for double 

daylily flowers to be inconsistent in their degree or type of doubling. Cultivars qualify for the double class if they 

are registered as doubling 50% or more of the time. The ADS makes available a list of officially registered double 

form daylilies each year. It can be downloaded free from www.daylilies.org.  

 

Spider Form. Cultivars qualify for the spider class if their petals have a length to width ratio of at least 4:1. Petal 

length is measured with the segment fully extended; width measurement is taken at the widest point as the flower 

grows naturally. The ADS makes available a list of officially registered spider form daylilies each year. It can be 

downloaded free from www.daylilies.org.  

 

 

 

 

 

H. ‘Ghost Ranger’ (Elliott-S, 2016) 

Photo by Scott Elliott 

H. ‘Dr. Octopus (Gossard, 2013) 

Photo by Jamie Gossard 

http://www.daylilies.org/
http://www.daylilies.org/
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Unusual Form. A more recent registration class based on form, its definition states: the Unusual Form class is 

based exclusively on form, not on color or color patterns. The flower must have distinctive petal or sepal shapes, 

on all three petals or all three sepals. Ideally, there should be a v-shaped space between three or more floral 

segments.  It includes three basic forms: crispate, cascade and spatulate. The crispate form is further defined 

below.  For garden judging purposes, the UF multiforms are eligible for the Lambert/Webster award. 

 

Crispate: (pinched, twisted, or quilled floral segments) 

Pinched Crispate – floral segments which have sharp folds giving a pinched or folded effect. 

See below for pinched crispate illustration. 

 

 

 

 

Twisted Crispate – floral segments which 

present a corkscrew or pinwheel effect. See below for twisted crispate illustration. 

 

H. ‘White Eyes Pink Dragon’ (Gossard, 2006) 

Lambert/Webster Award, 2014 

 Photo by Jamie Gossard 

H. ‘Firefly Frenzy’ (Joiner-J., 2002)  

Lambert/Webster Award, 2016 

Photo by Jan Joiner 

H. ‘Godwin’s Glory’ (Elliott-S., 2014) 

Photo by Scott Elliott 
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Quilled Crispate – floral segments which turn upon themselves along their length to form a 

tubular shape. See below for quilled crispate illustration. Although not registered as quilled, H. 

‘Arms Reaching Out’ typically illustrates this form on its sepals. 

 

 

 

Cascade: (floral segments with narrow curling or cascading segments, resembling wood shavings) See 

below for cascade illustration. 

 

 

 

 

H. ‘Arms Reaching Out’ (Eller-N., 2004) 

Photo by Nancy Eller 

H. ‘Thin Man’ (Trimmer, 2002) 

Lambert/Webster Award, 2008  

Photo by Julie Covington 

H. ‘Fully Artful’ (Ripley, 2018)  

Photo by Nan Ripley 

H. ‘Spiral Distraction (Elliott-S., 2016).  

Photo by Scott Elliott 
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Spatulate: (floral segments markedly wider at the end like a kitchen spatula) See below for spatulate 

illustration. 

The purpose of this class is to recognize unusual forms whose length-to-width ratio puts them outside the Spider 

classifications.  

The ADS makes available a list of officially registered unusual form daylilies each year. It can be downloaded 

free from www.daylilies.org.  

 

Polymerous Form. This form in daylilies is officially defined as having more than the normal number of 

segments in each floral whorl (usually four or five) in the outer whorl and more than three petals (usually the 

same number as sepals) in the inner whorl. 

 

 

H. ‘Asterisk’ (Lambert, 1985)  

 Photo by Scott Elliott 

H. ‘Hello Poly’ (Herr-D., 2015) 

Photo by Don Herr 

H. ‘Octomom, (Cochenour, 2009) 

Photo by Janice Kennedy 

http://www.daylilies.org/
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Polymerous daylilies have the extra sepals and petals evenly spaced in their respective whorls, unlike double 

daylilies in which the extra petals or petaloids which are stacked upon or lie above the ordinary petals in an 

additional whorl(s).  Moreover, polymerous daylilies have extra stamens: eight if there are four petals or ten for 

five petals, rather than the usual six. While less obvious, polymerous flowers have extra ovary compartments; this 

condition is reflected in seedpods having four or five seed compartments, for polymerous daylilies with four or 

five petals respectively, rather than the usual three compartments. 

It should be emphasized that polymerous daylilies have but one pistil; this characteristic distinguishes polymerous 

blooms from abnormal blooms formed by fusion or fasciation of two otherwise distinct blooms. Polymerous 

daylilies are now recognized as adding diversity to the classes of daylily forms. 

It should be noted that nothing in the definitions of polymerous and double daylilies prevents a daylily from being 

both polymerous and double. 

 

Multiforms 

The multiforms consist of any cultivar exhibiting two or 

more forms simultaneously.  The chart to the left lists the 

possible combinations of forms that qualify a cultivar as 

a multiform. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Double / Spider 

Double / Unusual Form 

Double / Polymerous 

Double / Spider / Unusual Form 

Double / Spider / Polymerous 

Double / Unusual Form / Polymerous 

Spider / Unusual Form 

Spider / Unusual Form / Polymerous 

Spider / Polymerous 

Unusual Form / Polymerous 

MULTIFORM 

H. ‘Firefly Frenzy’ (Joiner-J., 2002) 

Photo by Jan Joiner 

MULTIFORM 

H. ‘Wildman George’ (Elliott-S., 2012) 

Photo by Melodye Campbell 

P 
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Sculpted Form. A term used to describe three-dimensional structural features involving or emanating from the throat, 

midrib or elsewhere on the surface of the petals. Sculpted daylilies belong to one of three different groups. 

 

Pleated: Petals that have a deep longitudinal crease on each side of the midrib. These creases cause folding of 

the petal upon itself creating a raised platform, extending from the top of the perianth tube and ending between 

the throat and the petal tip.  

Cristate: Appendages of extra petal tissue growing from the midrib (midrib cristate) or elsewhere on the 

surface of the petal. The cristate form can occur on single and double daylilies, but by itself, does not make a 

daylily double. 

Relief: Vertically raised ridges which extend from the throat and project from the petal surface. Ridges may 

grow parallel to the veins or may radiate outward from each side of the midrib. Relief forms have been referred 

to as repousse, carved and embossed. 

 

             SUBFORMS 
The following are terms that have traditionally been used when registering daylilies to describe daylily forms that are 

actually subforms of the six previously defined official designated forms. 
 

Circular. The flower appears round. Segments generally overlap, giving a full appearance. They tend to be 
short, wide, and stubby.  
 

 
 
 
 

RELIEF 

H. ‘The Butler Did It’ (Kinnebrew, 

2007) 

Photo by Covington 

CRISTATE 

H. ‘Peacock Crest’ (Benz-J., 2004) 

Photo by Debbie Monbeck 

PLEATED 

H. ‘Living in Luxury’ (Carr, 2003) 

Photo by Julie Covington 

CIRCULAR 

H. ‘Dating a Royal’ (Douglas-H., 2013)  

Photo by Julie Covington 

CIRCULAR 

H. ‘Brookwood Fantasia (Sharp, 1995)  

Photo by Debbie Monbeck 
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Triangular. Typically, sepals recurve to make three flat sides while long petals extend into modified 

points.  

Star. Petals and sepals tend to be long and pointed, separated by spaces. Segments radiate to six points. 

Many older daylilies, those produced before the era of wide petals, fall into this category. 

TRIANGULAR 

H. ‘Along Came Amanda’ 

(Herrington-T., 2012) 

Photo by Claude Carpenter 

TRIANGULAR 

H. ‘Flamboyant Eyes’  

(Carpenter-J., 1993) 

Photo by Julie Covington 

STAR 

H. ‘Christmas in Oz’  

(Herrington-K., 2004) 

Photo by Claude Carpenter 

STAR 

H. ‘Black Arrowhead’ 

(Roberts-N., 2002) 

Photo by Julie Covington 
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Informal.Segments have no definable shape and placement may be irregular, widely spaced, or floppy.  

 

 

Trumpet. The subform resembles a true lily. Segments rise from the throat in an upward pattern with 

little flare. This is often called a chalice or cup. Many of the species are trumpet forms. 

 

INFORMAL 

Seedling 

Photo by Scott Elliott 

INFORMAL 

Seedling 

Photo by Scott Elliott 

TRUMPET 

H. ‘Golden Raintree’ (Herrington-T., 2015) 

Photo by Claude Carpenter 
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Flat. Flowers are completely open and spread out except for the concave throat. 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

COLORS AND PATTERNS 
 

Modern daylilies flaunt a complex and fascinating variety of color patterns. As hybridization advances continue, 

more variations and definitions are sure to emerge. 

Selfs. The simplest pattern is really no pattern. The flower segments (petals and sepals) are all the same 

single color. The stamens and throat may be different. When all the flower parts, including stamens, throat, 

and perianth (a funnel-shaped tube with six colored segments called tepals arranged in two whorls – the 

FLAT 

H. ‘Lillian’s Deceitful Lies’  

(Manning, 2012) 

Photo by Claude Carpenter 

FLAT 

H. ‘Beth Creveling’  

(Apps, 2011) 

Photo by Beth Creveling 

SELF 

H. ‘Balls of Lightning’  

(Joiner, 1990) 

Photo by Tim Fehr 

SELF 

H. ‘Yellow Monkey’  

(Gossard, 2006) 

Photo by Claude Carpenter 
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inner whorl of segments are petals, and the outer are sepals), are of the same color, the flower is termed a 

complete self. 
 

Blends. The flower segments are an intermingling of two or more colors, for example, pink and rose. The 

petals and sepals are both the same blend of colors. Stamens and throat may differ in color. 

 

 

 

 

 

Polychromes. The flower segments have an intermingling of three or more colors; for example: yellow, 

melon, pink and lavender. Stamens and throat may differ in color. 

 

 

BLEND 

H. ‘Golden Hibiscus  

(Morrison-J., 1992) 

Photo by Janice wood 

BLEND 

H. ‘Big Smile’  

(Apps, 1999) 

Photo by Beth Creveling 

POLYCHROME 

H. ‘Our Friend Sally’  

(Carpenter-J., 2002) 

Photo by Julie Covington 

POLYCHROME 

H. ‘Signature Truffle’  

(Kirchhoff-D., 2004) 

Photo by Claude Carpenter 
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Bitones. The petals and sepals differ in shade or intensity of the same basic color. The petals are the 

darker shade, e.g., rose-pink, while the sepals are lighter, in this instance, pale pink. 

 

Reverse bitone. The sepals are a darker shade than the petals. 

REVERSE BITONE 

Seedling 

Photo by Jamie Gossard 

 

BITONE 

Seedling  

Photo by Bob Scott 

REVERSE BITONE 

H. ‘Orchid Harmony’ (Gates, 1991) 

Photo by Tim Fehr 

 

BITONE 

H. ‘Luscious Kiss’ (Nordstrom, 2018)) 

Photo by Kathleen Nordstrom 
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Bicolors. The petals and sepals are of different colors, for example, red and yellow or purple and gold. 

The petals are the darker of the two color values. 

 

Reverse bicolor. The sepals are darker and a different than the color petals. 

 

 

BICOLOR 

H. ‘My Friend Ellen’ (Scott-B., 2010) 

Photo by Bob Scott 

BICOLOR 

H. ‘Tooth and Nail’ (Benz-J., 2006) 

Photo by Claude Carpenter 

REVERSE BICOLOR 

H. ‘O’Bannon Orchid’ (Williams-S., 2013) 

Photo by Tim Fehr 

REVERSE BICOLOR 

H. ‘Debbie’ (Davis-W. B., 1958) 

Photo by Janice Wood 
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Pattern, Patterned. A daylily that exhibits variations in hue, value, or saturation of the base, midrib, or 

throat color, in such a way that a design is created beyond that of a bold or solid eye, band, halo or 

watermark, with or without simple picotee edging. This type of "patterning" includes, but is not limited 

to, daylilies with concentric rings or feathering of color within the eyezone or elsewhere. It excludes selfs, 

simple bitones, and simple bicolors.  

 

 

Eyes and Bands. The flower has a zone of different color or a darker shade of the same color located 

between the throat and the tips of the segments. 

If the zone occurs on both the petals and the sepals, it is termed an eye. If it occurs only on the petals, it is 

called a band. 

 

 

 

EYE 

H. ‘Baby’s Got Blue Eyes’ (Gossard-D., 2014) 

Photo by the Jamie Gossard 

PATTERNED 

H. ‘Cosmic Kaleidoscope’ (Carpenter-J., 2006) 

Photo by Julie Covington 

PATTERNED 

Seedling 

Photo by Margo Reed 

EYE 

H. ‘Crazy Ivan’ (Grace-Smith, 2005)  

Photo by Claude Carpenter 
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Halo. If the zone is faint or only lightly visible, it is called a halo.  

 

BAND 

H. ‘Along Came Amanda’ (Herrington-T., 2012) 

Photo by Claude Carpenter 

BAND 

H. ‘Whip City Twisting in the Wind 

 (Jones-L., 2017)  

Photo Lori Jones 

HALO 

Seedling  

Photo Scott Elliott 

HALO 

H. ‘Graceland’ (Morss, 1987)  

Photo Beth Creveling 
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Watermark. If the zone is a lighter shade than the rest of the segment, it is called a watermark. 

 

 

 

 

Contrasting edges. On some daylilies, the segment edges are either lighter or darker than the segment 

color. Lighter edges in shades of yellow, gold, or white are most common on red, wine, purple, lavender, 

rose, pink, gold, or yellow flowers. Edges of a different color or colors can be narrow (referred to as a 

picotee) or wide (referred to as a border). 

 

CONTRASTING EDGES 

H. ‘Amanda’s Little Red Shoes’ (Eller-N., 2004) 

Photo by Nancy Eller 

WATERMARK 

H. ‘Confessions of a Hemaholic’ (Davisson-J., 2013) 

Photo by Julie Covington 

WATERMARK 

H. ‘Classy Columbus (Rice, JA, 2011)  

Photo Janice Wood 

CONTRASTING EDGES 

H. ‘Dental Delight’ (Waldrop, 2015)  

Photo by Bill Waldrop 
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Dots, stippling.  The surface color of the flower appears to be unevenly distributed over the background 

color of the bloom rather than being smoothly applied. The color can appear to be finely misted on, which 

might be described as stippled, or it could be clumped into larger pools. Other terms that have been used 

to describe uneven coloration include flecked, flaked, speckled, splattered, and spotted, according to the 

appearance. 

Contrasting midribs. The midrib is the center vein running lengthwise through each flower segment. In 

some cultivars it is different in color from the rest of the segment. Contrasting yellow or white midribs 

occur on some red, purple, gold, orange, pink, or melon cultivars. The midrib can be flush with the petal 

surface, raised above it or recessed. 

CONTRASTING MIDRIBS 

H. ‘Blueberry Queen’ (Kirby, 1979) 

Photo by Tim Fehr 

CONTRASTING MIDRIBS 

H. ‘Tim Herrington’ (Elliott-S, 2014) 

Photo by Scott Elliott 

UNEVEN COLOR DISTRIBUTION 

H. ‘Undefinable’ (DeVito, 2014)  

Photo by Nicole DeVito 

UNEVEN COLOR DISTRIBUTION 

H. ‘Spotted Fever’ (Brown-Oakes, 1995)  

Photo by Janice Wood 
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Diamond dusting. Tiny crystals in the flower’s cells reflect light, especially in the sun, to give the flower 

a sparkling or glistening appearance as if sprinkled with silver dust or tiny diamonds. Not all cultivars 

have this attribute.  

 

TEXTURE AND SUBSTANCE 
Texture refers to the surface quality of the tissue structure of the daylily bloom. The main types of texture 

in daylilies are smooth, velvety, creped, and ribbed. 

Substance is the thickness of tissue structure, or the ability of the flower to withstand the elements. 

Substance varies from delicate (which still may be durable) to heavy and leathery. 

 

 

SCAPE HEIGHT AND BRANCHING 
Scapes are either low (6" to 24"), medium (24" to 36"), or tall (over 36"). Daylily scapes under 12" are 

called dwarf. There is no relationship between the size of the bloom and the height of the scape. Miniature 

blooms may occur on tall scapes, and large blooms may occur on short or even dwarf scapes. Branching 

allows one scape to bear more buds. Branching can occur only near the top of the scape (top branched), 

can begin near the top of the foliage (well branched), or can extend into the foliage (low branched). 

Branching may be described as multiple (a number of side branches) or “three-way” with the “three” (or 

other appropriate figure) indicating the number of branches per scape. 

DIAMOND DUSTING 

H. ‘Arctic Lace’ (Stamile, 2003) 

Photo by Claude Carpenter 
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Chapter 4 

Judging Daylilies in the Garden 
 

The garden judge must be critical and objective. Cultivars must be evaluated by observing their performance as 

complete plants in a garden. Judging should not be done on the performance of a flower alone. Plants should be 

seen as often as possible at different times of day, under varied conditions, and at different times of the year 

(before, during, and after the bloom season). Whenever possible, plants should be evaluated in the judge’s own 

garden or region. All registered daylilies being considered for awards should be evaluated in the judge’s own 

region over an extended period of time. 

 

Two scoring systems have been developed to assist garden judges in evaluating cultivars for awards. They are the 

basic guidelines for judging daylilies in the garden. Worksheets with these evaluation systems for judging 

registered cultivars and seedlings in the garden are included in this handbook and are available from the American 

Daylily Society (ADS) Garden Judges’ Expediter and the ADS Members Portal. 

 

 

JUDGING REGISTERED CULTIVARS IN THE GARDEN 
 

 

This point-scoring system is a way for judges to ensure that they are evaluating the whole plant. Judges are not 

expected to award a specific number of points for a cultivar being judged in the garden. The key to judging a 

daylily in the garden is consistency in measuring the overall excellence of the cultivar. As one is consistent in 

one’s use of the point scoring system, one’s judging is objective. 

 

POINT-SCORING SYSTEM FOR JUDGING REGISTERED CULTIVARS IN THE GARDEN 
 

Overall Plant Growth Habit ............................................................. 30 

Garden value and beauty. ............................................... 10 

Vigor ............................................................................... 10 

Good rate of growth, hardiness, resistance to 

disease, etc. 

Performance.................................................................... 10 

Long season of bloom, rebloom, consistent 

quality of bloom, etc. 

Foliage. ................................................................................................ 10 

Clean, healthy, appealing, in proportion to the scapes 

and flowers 

Scape ................................................................................................... 20 

Height and strength in relation to flower ........................ 10 

Branching and bud count ................................................ 10 

Flower ................................................................................................. 30 

Substance and weather resistance ................................... 10 

Color(s) and pattern ........................................................ 10 

Form ............................................................................... 10 

Distinction .......................................................................................... 10 

In flower, performance, season of bloom, rebloom, 

unusual beauty, or other special plant features 

Total .................................................................................................. 100 
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WORKSHEET FOR JUDGING REGISTERED CULTIVARS IN THE GARDEN 
 

 

Name of garden: _________________________________ Region: _________ 

 

Name of Daylily # 1: _______________________________________________ 

 

Name of Daylily # 2: _______________________________________________ 

 

Name of Daylily # 3: _______________________________________________ 

 

Complete Plant (30)         #1   #2    #3 

 

Garden value and beauty (10)     _____  _____  _____ 

 

Vigor (10)       _____  _____  _____ 

Good rate of growth, hardiness,  

resistance to disease, etc. 

 

Performance (10)       _____  _____ _____ 

Long season of bloom, rebloom,  

consistent quality of bloom, etc. 

 

Foliage (10)       _____  _____  _____ 

Clean, healthy, appealing, in proportion to the  

scapes and flowers 

 

Scape (20) 

Height and strength in relation to flower (10)  _____  _____  _____ 

 

Branching and bud count (10)    _____  _____  _____ 

 

Flower (30)  

Substance and weather resistance (10)   _____  _____  _____ 

 

Color(s) and pattern (10)     _____  _____  _____ 

 

Form (10)       _____  _____  _____  

 

Distinction (10)       _____  _____ _____ 

In flower, performance, season of bloom, rebloom, 

unusual beauty, or other special plant features 

 

Point Total (100)       _____ _____   _____ 
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WORKSHEET FOR JUDGING SEEDLINGS IN THE GARDEN 

Distinction 
Is the seedling distinctive in any desirable way? Distinction is a characteristic, feature, or quality that differentiates the seedling from other daylilies; it 

is a quality that makes the seedling superior or worthy of special recognition. For example, distinction can be found in a seedling’s season of bloom, 

its unusual beauty, its garden value, or any of the other features to be judged. A seedling does not need a totally new color or pattern to be distinctive. 

If you think the seedling is distinctive, write down the feature(s) that make it distinctive and state your reasons.  
 

 ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ________________________________________________________________________________  

If you are able to identify and record the feature(s) that make the seedling distinctive, continue with this evaluation. If you are not able to find any 

distinctive feature, the seedling probably should not be considered for an award: do not continue with this evaluation. 

For each of the following categories, rate the seedling using one of these ratings: 

Below Average, meaning not as good as the typical daylily registered during the last five years = 1 point 

Average, meaning equal to the typical daylily registered during the last five years = 2 points 
Superior, meaning better than the typical daylily registered during the last five years. You should be able to explain the features that lead to 

a superior rating. = 3 points 

Flowers 
Consider color, substance, tolerance to weather and temperature, form, texture, petals, sepals, stamens, pistil, pollen, and other features that 

contribute to the flowers’ quality.  

Sdlg. #1   Sdlg. #2   Sdlg. #3 

_____   _____   _____ 

Scapes 
Consider strength in relation to the flowers, branching, bud count, height in relation to the foliage, and other features that contribute to the scapes’ 

quality.  

Sdlg. #1   Sdlg. #2   Sdlg. #3 

_____   _____   _____ 

 

Foliage 
Consider color, health, its proportion to the rest of the plant, and other features that contribute to the quality of the foliage. 

Sdlg. #1   Sdlg. #2   Sdlg. #3 

_____   _____   _____ 

  

Vigor 
Consider state and/or rate of growth (try to determine the age of the clump), hardiness, and other features that contribute to the plant’s vigor. Take 

into consideration the local growing season. If you cannot judge vigor based on only one viewing, rate the seedling average  

Sdlg. #1   Sdlg. #2   Sdlg. #3 

_____   _____   _____ 

 

Buds and blooms 
Consider the production of flowers and the length of the seedling’s bloom season. High flower production can be achieved by a high bud count 

and/or rebloom. Consider bud spacing and placement.  Does it contribute to the quality of the display? 

Sdlg. #1   Sdlg. #2   Sdlg. #3 

_____   _____   _____ 

 

Beauty/Garden Value 
Consider the overall plant and its value in the garden. Is it beautiful? Do the flower and foliage color contribute to the garden’s beauty? Will its 

foliage be pleasing after the bloom season? 

Sdlg. #1   Sdlg. #2   Sdlg. #3 

_____   _____   _____ 

 

Total the scores you assigned from all six categories. Then add the totals, putting the results below. 

Grand Total  Sdlg. #1   Sdlg. #2   Sdlg. #3 

  _______   _______   _______ 

 

If the seedling rated a total score of fifteen points or more, it may be considered for an award. Seedlings that rate fewer than fifteen points should not 

be considered for an award. This system for judging seedlings is primarily for use in evaluating cultivars that you may want to consider for the Junior 

Citation. Heavy emphasis is placed on the quality of distinction, which is primary to the intent of that award. It does not imply that good performance 

in various climates and soils can be expected. 
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Garden Judges Workshops 
 

American Daylily Society (ADS) regions and local clubs are encouraged to hold Garden Judges Workshops to 

aid in refining and enhancing the methods used by garden judges in voting awards. In order to hold an accredited 

workshop, the ADS Garden Judges’ Expediter must be contacted at least four weeks in advance for authorization, 

up-to-date materials, and a list of accredited Garden Judges Workshop Instructors. Only accredited instructors 

may lead workshops. Workshop 1 must be held in a classroom setting where students must take a closed-book 

examination. Workshop 2 must be held in a garden where daylilies are in full bloom. Workshops may not be 

scheduled during the time of the ADS National Convention or one’s own regional meeting unless they are held 

in conjunction with that convention or meeting.  
 

GARDEN JUDGES WORKSHOP CHAIR 
A Garden Judges Workshop Chair will be appointed for each Workshop 1 and 2 by a Garden Judges’ Liaison, a 

regional meeting or a national convention chair, or a local club president. The Workshop Chair must be a 

garden judge. Any certified ADS Garden Judge Instructor may also initiate a workshop following the same 

procedures. 

 

 

The Workshop Chair will: 

• Secure authorization for a Workshop 1 or Workshop 2 from the ADS Garden Judges’ Expediter. 

• Contact the ADS Garden Judges’ Expediter for a list of accredited Workshop Instructors and for current 

workshop materials. 

• Be responsible for securing a location and scheduling the date and time of the workshops. 

• Secure at least one accredited Workshop Instructor and an assistant if necessary. 

• Advertise the workshop in club and regional newsletters. 

• Record attendance, distribute materials, collect fees and completed forms. 

• Forward completed forms and collected fees to the ADS Garden Judges’ Expediter within the specified 

time. 

• Ensure that the ADS approved curriculum is followed. 

• Encourage student participation during all phases of the workshop. 
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REGIONAL GARDEN JUDGES LIAISONS 

 

 
A Garden Judges’ Liaison will be appointed in each region to encourage Garden Judges Workshops and to assist 

the RP in recruiting and training qualified garden judges and Garden Judges Workshop Instructors. The Garden 

Judges’ Liaison must be a garden judge in good standing and should be a Garden Judges Workshop Instructor, if 

possible. The RP will appoint the Regional Garden Judges’ Liaison. Otherwise, the ADS Judges’ Education Chair 

will appoint the liaison. 

 

MISSION 

To provide: 

• Planning, scheduling and implementation of Garden Judges Workshops within the region. 

• Assistance to the RP in recruitment and training of garden judges. 

 

DUTIES and QUALIFICATIONS 

• Serve as chair or consultant for workshops conducted at your regional meeting or sponsored by local clubs 

providing the experience that might be lacking. 

• Assist the sponsoring organization in soliciting instructors and assistants by providing them current lists 

of judges and instructors. 

• Remind workshop chair to order workshop forms in a timely manner from the ADS Garden Judges’ 

Expediter. Maintain a file of ADS approved forms required for Workshops 1 and 2 for emergency 

reference. 

• Attend and monitor workshops whenever possible for adherence to ADS rules and quality of instruction. 

• Represent your region in all garden judging and workshop-related activities by forwarding member 

suggestions, criticisms, proposals, etc. to your regional Garden Judges’ Liaison for consideration by the  

Judges’ Education Committee and/or the ADS Board. 

• Upon receipt of the list of regional garden judges, contact each judge whose five-year term expires the 

current year reminding them they must have attended Workshop 2 during bloom season at least once in 

the past 3 years, and if needed notify them where the workshops are being conducted. 

• Encourage qualified members to begin judges training. 

• Encourage qualified judges to become accredited instructors. 

• Provide timely and appropriate publicity through your regional newsletter: 

1. Specify time and place of regional and local club sponsored workshops specifying type of 

workshop, fees, member qualifications (must be ADS member for 12 consecutive months before 

beginning training and must be ADS member for 24 consecutive months before applying for 

appointment as a garden judge after completing training), and that they must have purchased or 

downloaded from the website and read Judging Daylilies in the Garden as it relates to garden 

judges. 

2. Provide list of garden judges with the expiration dates of their terms. 

3. Write original newsletter articles on appropriate garden judging related topics and/or adapt 

material supplied by ADS. 

• Remind judges to pay their ADS dues by January 1 each year and to vote the ADS Awards and Honors 

Ballot by deadline of September. 
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WORKSHOP 1 CURRICULUM 
Introduction to Garden Judging and the ADS Awards and Honors System 

(Must be held in a classroom setting) 

(2 hours) 

A. Awards and Honors 

1. History 

2. Awards and Honors Committee 

3. Awards and Honors Ballot 

a) Awards voted by garden judges 

A sample ballot reviews the criteria for each award as displayed in the handbook, Judging Daylilies 

in the Garden: (See Chapter 1 for the current list of awards) 

b) Duties regarding the ballot 

B. Etiquette and Responsibilities of Garden Judges 

C. Forms 

1. Garden Judges Workshop Attendance Sheet 

2. Garden Judges Workshop Registration Form (to be completed at Workshop) 

D. Accreditation – Initial Appointment, Reappointment, Honorary, Workshop Instructor 

E. Judges Education Committee – Garden Judges Workshop Chair, Regional Garden Judges’ Liaison 

F. Open Forum Questions and Answers, Review 

1. An emphasis on opinions, questions, and concerns relating to garden judging 

2. Questions regarding the ballot 

G. Written Examination 

The closed book examination is furnished by the ADS Garden Judges’ Expediter. The examination 

questions cover the material taught in the workshop. A grade of 70 out of 100 is the passing grade.  
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WORKSHOP 2 CURRICULUM 
Techniques of Garden Judging 

(Must be held in the garden) 

(Minimum 2 hours) 

A. Introduction 

 

1. Welcome 

Ensure that all have registered, paid fees, and received handouts.  

2. General Techniques of Garden Judging 

Points to address: 

What we do during bloom season is only a part of plant evaluation. 

We observe daylilies for many seasons and throughout the growing season. 

We expand our knowledge of plant performance by talking to other gardeners. 

We base our evaluation on observable characteristics. 

We place high emphasis on observations within our own Region. 

We invest in continual renewal of our personal collections. 

We keep notebooks of what we observe. 

We strive to become better observers and judges year by year. 

3. Importance of Consistency of Evaluation  

Points to address: 

Discuss the Point-Scoring Template in the Student Packet (Refer to “Point Scoring” in the 

Appendix.) 

Note the number and variety of observable plant characteristics.   

Note how many of these things require direct experience or conversations. 

Note how few can be done well in a single garden visit. 

Note that a judge may develop a personal system.  

Every feature of evaluation is based on the plant itself. 

 

B. Demonstration of Point-Scoring Registered Cultivars 

1. First Look  

Walk in the Garden with students and discuss plant characteristics of registered cultivars. 

Points to address: 

Emphasize the importance of judging the whole plant. 

Examine some eye-catching examples in the garden w/student participation 

Find clumps with pleasing and unpleasing scape placement. 

Look for various indications of growth habit – crowded, well-spaced. 

Look for exemplary foliage appearance and contrast with less-appealing appearance. 

Note what “carries” across a distance and what blurs or recedes into nothingness. 

Compare some Doubles and discuss consistency. 

Discuss the UF classification and UF characteristics. Find examples. 

On a UF, all 3 petals or all 3 sepals must have any of the stated UF characteristics. 

The same characteristic need not be present on each petal or sepal. 

UFs need not look identical from one day to the next. 

Demonstrate spider measurement (with permission) if spiders are available.* 

Look for and compare examples of distinct patterns (R.W. Munson Award). 

2.  Discuss “Worksheet for Judging Registered Cultivars in the Garden” 
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C. Students Point-Score Registered Cultivars in the Garden 

 

1. Ask students use “Worksheet for Judging Registered Cultivars in the Garden” to evaluate at least 

three plants selected by the instructor. 

2. Discuss results focusing upon the students consistency of evaluation among the three plants 

(Students may differ from each other, but should be consistent within their own evaluations) 

 

D. Demonstration of Judging Seedlings in the Garden for a Junior Citation Award 

1.  First Look  

Points to address: 

The Junior Citation Award recognizes distinctive, not-yet-registered seedlings.  

A seedling needs votes from 10 different garden judges to gain the award. 

Judges may ask hybridizers if they have JC candidates in the garden. 

 2.  Discuss seedling evaluation and how to use “Worksheet for Judging Seedlings in the Garden”  

Discuss seedling distinction. 

Evaluate for distinction first; then point-score to determine overall excellence. 

If you can’t make a case for distinction, don’t proceed with scoring. 

3. Walk in the Garden with students and discuss plant characteristics of seedlings. 

 

E. Students Point-Score Seedlings in the Garden for a Junior Citation Award 

1. Ask students use “Worksheet for Judging Seedlings in the Garden” to evaluate at least three 

seedlings selected by the instructor. 

2. Discuss results focusing upon the students identification of distinction and consistency of evaluation 

among the three plants (Students may differ from each other, but should be consistent within their 

own evaluations) 

 

F. Review 

1. Awards and Honors, Awards and Honors Ballot, and ADS Awards and Honors Committee  

Points to address: 

Judges exercise judgment about whether the candidates meet the award criteria. 

Develop a standard of excellence that a cultivar must exhibit in order to earn your vote. 

The Awards and Honors Chair mails the ballot each year in March. 

The ballot explains the rules for each award. 

2. Etiquette and Responsibilities of garden judges (Refer to pages 11 & 12) 

3. Initial Appointment, Reappointment, Honorary, and Workshop Instructor 

Points to address:  

Students may apply to become accredited as judges after 2 full years of ADS membership. 

Send the application form to the Regional President promptly. 

Students who complete training and apply in time may vote the current Awards Ballot. 

Judges are must vote each year and to return the ballot on time – Sept. 1. 

Judges must keep their ADS dues up to date. 

Judges with 5 years’ experience may apply to become instructors. 

 

G. Questions and Answers 

Open Forum for a question and answer session, a review, and a chance to raise any legitimate concerns. 

 

H. Conclusion 
Students fill out and return the Registration/Evaluation Forms 
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AMERICAN  
DAYLILY  

 Point Scoring Over the Season SOCIETY         
 
 

Garden judges have the latitude to establish their own elaboration of this system.  The system is optional, and 

exists as a demonstration of how to achieve consistency of evaluation of daylilies over an extended period of 

time. 

The chart demonstrates how little evaluation takes place in a single garden visit, or even in several garden visits.  

Most of what is essential in plant evaluation comes as a result of growing and observing the plants over an 

extended period of time, and also from many conversations with other people who pay attention to daylilies. 

Complete Plant (60 points) 

Plant feature Observable 

during bloom 

season visit 

Requires direct 

experience or input from 

other gardeners 

GARDEN VALUE AND BEAUTY 

(10 pts) 

  

 Infrequent need for division  usually 

Clump beauty when not in 

bloom 

 usually 

 Ease of division  usually 

Rapid reestablishment after 

transplant or division 

 usually 

 Eye appeal from a distance sometimes  

VIGOR (10 pts)   

 Rate of growth  usually 

 Scape production usually usually 

 Bloom production  usually 

 Hardiness  usually 

 Disease resistance sometimes usually 

 Tolerance of heat stress  usually 

 Tolerance of root competition  usually 

 Drought tolerance usually usually 

 Shade tolerance usually usually 

PERFORMANCE (10 pts)   

 Long period of bloom*  usually 

 Consistency of blooms usually usually 

FOLIAGE (10 points)   

 Healthy, attractive, proportional usually usually 

SCAPE (10 points)   

 Height and strength usually usually 

FLORAL PRESENTATION (10 

points) 

  

 Scape spacing within clump usually usually 

 Branch spacing on scape* usually usually 

Manner of shedding spent 

blooms 

usually usually 
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Flower (30 points)          
NOTE: In judging ADS Specialty Awards, which focus on blossom size, structure, pattern, or form, the Garden 

Judge may take measurements in the garden to determine if the cultivar meets the award criteria.  If the cultivar 

fails the measurement or configuration test, the judge may determine whether or not to make allowances for 

garden conditions.  In general, garden judges should vote for the best candidate that meets the particular award 

criteria if, in their judgment, the best candidate is a good enough overall performer to deserve a national award.  

Judges may leave portions of the awards ballot blank if they have not observed a candidate that in their opinion 

is worthy of a national award.  
 

Plant feature Observable 
during bloom 
season visit 

Requires direct experience 
or input from other 
gardeners 

COLOR AND PATTERN (10 pts) usually  

FORM (10 pts) usually  

 Note the sepals, too.   

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS (10 pts)   

 Early morning opening sometimes usually 

 Cool morning opening sometimes usually 

 Fragrance usually usually 

 Extended bloom  usually 

 Number of hours of eye appeal  usually 

 Substance usually usually 

 Weather resistance sometimes  usually 

Distinction (10 points) 

These final 10 points are for observable features that distinguish this cultivar from all other cultivars or 

simply from those it may closely resemble.  The cultivar may represent a breakthrough in color and 

pattern, in size, in form, in disease-resistance, in the number of hours of eye-appeal, in the length of 

bloom season, in the extension of the bloom season, etc.  Any observable trait may set this cultivar apart 

for special reward with these “distinction points.”   

 

But…don’t award points for something that isn’t observable in the cultivar’s performance in gardens. 
 

*          “Long period of bloom….Branch spacing on scape”  These two points divide and clarify the meaning of a common 
phrase “branching and bud count,” which is meaningless and arbitrary when expressed as a number.  The point of 
“branching and bud count” is two-fold and is also related to scape production and rebloom.  The two important 
observable features are (1) the length of the bloom season and (2) the presentation of the open blossoms on the scape.  
Length of bloom season is a result of multiple variables: bud count, scape production, pacing of blossom opening, and/or 
rebloom.  A 12-bud scape on a continuously reblooming cultivar may  
provide a very long season of pleasure in the garden, while the same cultivar in a climate that doesn’t stimulate rebloom 
may not perform well at all.   

Branching is a structural issue that may have a lot to do with the beauty of the flowers when more than one 
blossom is open on a single scape on the same day.  Good branching may present the flowers in a more pleasing way.  
The judge has to determine this.  Scape spacing within the clump also affects the overall floral presentation, which is why 
it’s best to evaluate established clumps of at least three fans. 

Judges may, of course, decide to reward “branching and bud count” as important features, but should remember 
that these are indirect indicators of plant success in the garden.  There is no substitute for striving to base plant 
evaluation on direct evidence. 
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APPENDIX 

 

Principles of Daylily Evaluation in the Garden 
The following summary of daylily evaluation was written by R. W. Munson in 1968 and was approved by him 

in 1999 for inclusion in an upcoming revision of The New Daylily Handbook, 2002 revised edition.  Bill 

Munson died on October 3, 1999.  He was not only one of the most influential hybridizers of the last half of the 

20th century; he was also one of the best writers.  He had special gifts for seeing color and structure, which came 

into play during his long career as an architect.  The philosophy of “total plant evaluation” cannot be expressed 

with greater clarity than in Bill Munson’s own words: 
 

THE PLANT 

 a. Foliage (10 points) 

Variation in foliage is important for contrast in color and texture in the total garden picture.  It is quite natural to 

become enamored of an individual flower in bloom.  Foliage and plant habit must be judged without extramural 

influence wrought by a beautiful bloom.  To receive a high score for foliage, plants must have an attractive 

appearance, with deep green arching leaves or other character that presents a good garden picture. The foliage 

should be free of insect pests and diseases. 

b. Vigor and stamina (5 points) 

The plant should have the ability to grow and multiply under good cultural conditions yet not be invasive of 

adjacent areas via underground stolons.  The plant should establish quickly, thrive and grow stronger each 

succeeding year.  Depending upon locality, some cultivars do not establish easily.  Some evergreen daylilies are 

difficult to establish in very cold areas and some dormants are difficult to establish in very hot and humid areas.  A 

plant should not be difficult to transplant or be susceptible to crown rot or “spring sickness.”  It should not be 

lacking in vigor or stamina.       

c. The scape and inflorescence 

Scape – general (10 points) 

The scape, buds, branching, and plant balance are so closely related that they are difficult to separate; yet, in 

point scoring it is necessary to evaluate each aspect separately.  The scape must have adequate strength to 

support the flowers and buds.  Its strength must be sufficient to overcome the necessity of staking against 

winds, rain, or excessive leaning toward the light.  Size of the flower and height of the scape should be in 

good proportion to the thickness of the scape.  All of those factors taken together affect the total garden picture 

and must be evaluated accordingly. 

d. Branching and buds (10 points) 

The inflorescence (characteristic arrangement of flowers on a stem) should be such that the buds are not all 

at the top of the scape.  Flowers should not be situated so as to open all together or be poorly spaced, 

causing crowding and preventing some flowers from opening properly.  Branches should be wide apart to 

allow buds to grow and develop normally without touching and hampering the opening of the fully 

developed flower.  Branching and bud count should not be so sparse that flowering ends after a few 

days.  Scapes on some daylilies carry as many as five branches (including the two terminal branches).  Other 

daylily cultivars have only two terminal branches.  If a plant with only two terminal branches reblooms 

several times, it may still be useful, providing the plant balance is good.  Many gardeners prefer plants with 
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two or three scapes that bloom at different times over a plant with only one scape perfectly branched but 

limited to one period of flowering.  Closely branched plants with buds and flowers that develop unhampered 

and present a good display may deserve a good rating. 

e. Balance (5 points) 

Balance is a very difficult characteristic to describe but very obvious in a plant without a pleasing 

relationship between foliage and placement of branches, buds and flowers.  Short foliage coupled with tall 

scapes with high branching gives poor balance.  Currently, most hybridizers are working for short scapes.  I 

do not feel this is the whole solution to the matter of balance.  We need to concentrate more on how the 

scape and its branches relate to the plant foliage.  A miniature daylily may have a tall scape, magnificently 

branched and budded, and present a better garden picture than, say, a 10-inch flower on a low, 17-inch scape 

with the flowers among or just above the foliage.  A giant flower on the low scape can, and generally does, 

have poor balance. 

 THE FLOWER 

 a. Color (10 points) 

Color should be clear, bright, and attractive.  Whether the pastel is medium in tone or dark, it should not be 

muddy or low in saturation of color intensity. From a distance or from up close, color in daylily flowers should 

be clear, clean and of good hue and tone.  Whether the flowers are polychromes, bi-colored, eyed, pastel (of 

subtle hues), medium, self-colored, or dark and intense, all come closer to perfection if the color is clear.  

     

b. Form (10 points) 

Flower form is almost or fully equal to color in setting one flower apart from another. Differences in form, e.g., 

round or star-like, flaring or recurved, round, broad, ruffled, plain, flat, twisted, fluted, lily-shaped are of little 

importance except as interpreted by the evaluator.  These factors usually boil down to evaluator 

preference.  Form is important when flowers consistently are uniform and are sufficiently flat and face outward 

to display their colors well. Malformed flowers, dissimilarity of segment shape, and lack of uniformity in 

placement of perianth segments are undesirable aspects of form. 

c. Substance and sun resistance (15 points) 

Substance is the thickness of tissue structure.  In judging substance, firmness and freshness, uniform thickness 

of perianth segments (e.g., no thinning toward the petal edge), crispness and turgidity are all part of substance of 

the flower in its prime.  Flower tissues should not be thin, and should not wilt, brown, or melt at the edges.  If 

the flower fades during the day, substance should be retained reasonably well. 

Indirectly related to the area of substance is the question of flower opening and extended period of bloom.  The 

flower should open early in the morning and remain presentable in the evening. 

 d. Texture (5 points) 

Texture refers to the surface quality of the flower, which varies from flower to flower.  Texture varies from the 

very smooth satiny, waxy finish to velvety, creped, pebbled, diamond dusted, glistening, etc.  The major 

concern is to decide whether flower quality suffers by its texture or is enhanced and beautified by it. 
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  BEAUTY AND DISTINCTION (20 points) 

These are two essential attributes for a worthwhile daylily, and I am a believer in giving a flower an additional 

few points on sheer beauty.  Too many daylilies, old and new, are being foisted onto the buying public without 

that special quality called beauty.  Of course, here again, one is trapped by the old, but nevertheless true, adage 

that beauty is in the eye of the beholder, and rightly so. 

Distinction is a little more definitive.  Has a daylily that special quality that sets it apart from others of a similar 

kind?  Is the color, pattern, or special blending of colors different or rare?  Is the form and texture different, 

beguiling, and something special?  Is there good proportion and balance, and is the total effect pleasing to the 

eye?  In other words, the flower should be eye-catching, outstanding, and not easily forgotten.  Does it have the 

qualities to make it a star, or will it be only a meteorite, soon to disappear, even though it will make a lovely 

light as it burns itself out? 

            

Point Scoring for Garden Judges 

 

Very little has changed in terms of what is important since Bill Munson wrote the guidelines above.  The  

addition of an Unusual Form class of daylilies opens up the ideal of “consistent blossom appearance” to include 

a celebration of the daily surprises in the floral displays of UF daylilies. 

 

ADS garden judges are not required to evaluate by a point system.  The system exists to encourage consistency 

and thoroughness.  A garden judge may develop a personal system.  Not every judge will agree with Bill 

Munson’s distribution of points, or with anyone else’s point distribution.  The goal is to be sensible, consistent, 

and increasingly good in powers of observation and discrimination. 

 

Reading Munson closely, a garden judge can’t help but notice that his comments on distinction are based on a 

persistent curiosity to know the breadth of the field, to continually see what is happening in the world of 

daylilies.  Matched with persistent curiosity is the quality of deep patience.  He expects a complete evaluation to 

have a basis in knowledge of a plant’s performance over an extended period of time. 
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Worksheet for Judging Seedlings in the Garden 

 

This system for judging seedlings is primarily for use in voting for a Junior Citation award.  Only unregistered 

seedlings are eligible for the JC award.  Heavy emphasis is placed on distinction. The award calls attention to 

seedlings that may well represent an advance beyond the best introductions of the last five years.  A cultivar 

needs 10 votes to earn the JC, and there is no requirement of regional distribution of the votes.  The JC Award 

does not imply that good performance in various climates and soils can be expected. 

 

The system below is a “sudden death” method.  If the garden judge can’t make a case for distinction, no further 

evaluation takes place.  If further evaluation takes place, a fairly high standard is set to assure that the 

distinctive seedling is also a very fine overall daylily plant. 

 

Distinction 

 

Is the seedling distinctive in any desirable way? Distinction is a characteristic, feature, or quality that 

differentiates the seedling from other daylilies; it is a quality that makes the seedling superior or worthy of 

special recognition. For example, distinction can be found in a seedling's season of bloom, its unusual beauty, 

its garden value, or any of the other features to be judged.  

A seedling does not need a totally new color or pattern to be distinctive. If you think the seedling is 

distinctive, write down the feature(s) that make it distinctive and state your reasons. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

If you are able to identify and record the feature(s) that make the seedling distinctive, continue with this 

evaluation. If you were not able to find any distinctive feature, the seedling probably should not be considered 

for an award; do not continue with this evaluation. 

 

For each of the following categories, rate the seedling using one of these ratings:   

1. Below Average, meaning not as good as the typical daylily registered during the last five years. 

2. Average, meaning equal to the typical daylily registered during the last five years. 

3. Superior, meaning better than the typical daylily registered during the last five years. You should be 

able to explain the features that lead to a superior rating. 
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Flower 

Consider color, pattern, substance, tolerance to weather and temperature, form, texture, the petals, sepals, early 

opening, late closure, cool morning opening, consistency of opening, consistency of form or size, and other 

features that contribute to the flower's quality. 

 

Below average = 1 Average = 2 Superior = 3 

 

Scape 

Consider strength in relation to the flowers, branching, bud count, height in relation to the foliage, and other 

features that contribute to the scape's quality. 

 

Below average = 1 Average = 2 Superior = 3 

 

Foliage 

Consider color, health, its proportion to the rest of the plant, and other features that contribute to the quality of 

the foliage. 

 

Below average = 1 Average = 2 Superior = 3 

 

Vigor 

Consider rate of growth (try to determine the age of the clump), growth habit (not too crowded as the clump 

develops), hardiness, tolerance of division, speed of reestablishment after transplant or division, tolerance of 

average or below-average growing conditions, and other features that contribute to the plant's vigor. If you 

cannot judge vigor based on only one viewing, rate the seedling Average. 

 

Below average = 1 Average = 2 Superior = 3 

 

Number of blooms per fan in one season 

Consider the production of flowers and the length of the seedling's bloom season. High flower production can 

be achieved by a high bud count, a bud-building trait, and/or rebloom.  You can’t evaluate this in a single 

observation; it requires several observations. 

 

Below average = 1 Average = 2 Superior = 3 

 

Beauty/Garden Value 

Consider the overall plant, and its value in the garden. Is it beautiful? Do the flower and foliage color contribute 

to the garden's beauty? Will its foliage be pleasing after the bloom season?   

 

Below average = 1 Average = 2 Superior = 3 

 

Total the scores you assigned from all six categories.  Then add the totals. 

 

Total points in each category: 

 

Below average = ____ Average = ____ Superior = ____ TOTAL________ 
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If the seedling rated a total score of 15 points or more, it may be considered for an award. Seedlings that rate 

fewer than 15 points should not be considered for an award. 

WORKSHEET FOR JUDGING REGISTERED CULTIVARS IN THE GARDEN 

 
Name of Daylily # 1: ________________________________________________________________________ 

Name of Daylily # 2: ________________________________________________________________________ 

Name of Daylily # 3: ________________________________________________________________________  

Complete Plant (30)      #1  #2  #3 

 Garden value and beauty (10)   _____  _____  _____ 

 Vigor (10) 

 Good rate of growth, hardiness, resistance 
 to disease, etc.      _____  _____  _____ 

 Performance (10) 
 Long season of bloom, rebloom, consistent 
 quality of bloom, etc.     _____  _____  _____ 

Foliage (10) 

 Clean, healthy, appealing, in proportion to the 
 rest of the plant      _____  _____  _____ 

Scape (20) 

 Height and strength in relation to flower (10) _____  _____  _____ 

 Branching and bud count (10)   _____  _____  _____ 

Flower (30) 

 Substance and weather resistance (10)  _____  _____  _____ 

 Attractiveness of color(s) and pattern (10)  _____  _____  _____ 

 Form (10)      _____  _____  _____ 

Distinction (10) 

 In flower, performance, season of bloom, rebloom,  
 unusual beauty, or other special plant features _____  _____  _____ 

 

     

 


